CALL FOR PROPOSALS 2015

The Tel Aviv Global & Tourism Administration is offering scholarships to support research students (Masters and Doctoral) who bring forward innovative research on the Tel Aviv metropolitan area and, in particular, on Tel Aviv’s stance as a Global City. Following two successful rounds of scholarships in 2013–4 three Scholarships are offered in partnership with:

• The Foundation for Support and Development of the Construction Field in Israel
• Eldar Group
• The Canada–Israel Group

The Tel Aviv Global Scholarships Award: 7,500 NIS each (approximately €1,700 each)

PROPOSALS MUST BE SUBMITTED IN FULL NO LATER THAN TUESDAY, MAY 19TH, 2015

Tel Aviv – A Beta Site for Research

If you are in the process of collecting data for research regarding Tel Aviv, Tel Aviv Global & Tourism will connect you with the relevant units and departments of the Tel Aviv-Yafo Municipality, with their vast data archives of the City.

Think of a topic worthy of research and possible data that would be appropriate for such research; then come to us. We will make every effort possible to connect you with data and other information to facilitate such research.

Tel Aviv and its metropolitan area are a prime example of a Global City, while also uniquely Israeli. With that, Tel Aviv is an ideal site for research about all dimensions of urban life in the era of globalization.

For further information and questions regarding the scholarships and Tel Aviv as a Beta Site for Research, please contact:

Ms. Yael Findler, Head of Research and Rankings, Tel-Aviv Global and Tourism +972–(0)3-7253861 | findler_y@mail.tel-aviv.gov.il